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[1] Simplified representations of spatially inhomogeneous (three-dimensional (3-D))
clouds in radiative transfer models provide systematic errors when calculating solar
broadband radiative fluxes. An example is the neglect of horizontal photon transports as it
is the case for the independent column approximation (ICA). The present work tries to
quantify and interpret these errors on the basis of a large set of 3-D mixed phase
cloud scenarios with 3-D varying extinction coefficients, scattering phase functions, and
single-scattering albedos. The cloud cases result from a mesoscale atmospheric circulation
model with detailed cloud microphysics. Domain-averaged cloud radiative fluxes are
calculated by means of a Monte Carlo radiative transfer model. Depending on cloud
type and solar zenith angle (SZA) the differences between 3-D and ICA results range from
+20 W m2 to 30 W m2 for the upward reflected fluxes and from +10 W m2 to 7 W
m2 for the absorbed fluxes. The mean (averaged over all cloud realizations) errors of
the ICA-based upward fluxes vary between 5 W m2 overestimation at 15SZA and
6 W m2 underestimation at 75SZA. The ICA underestimates the absorbed flux by 1–
2 W m2 for most SZA except for 75. It is found that neglecting the horizontal variability
of the absorption and scattering properties of the cloud hydrometeors leads to a general
underestimation of solar broadband absorption by as much as 15 W m2 with average
values between 4 W m2 at small SZA and 1 W m2 at large SZA. INDEX TERMS: 0669
Electromagnetics: Scattering and diffraction; 3359 Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics: Radiative
processes; 3360 Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics: Remote sensing; KEYWORDS: cloud
inhomogeneity, solar flux, anomalous absorption
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1. Introduction
[2] The solar radiative fluxes of atmospheric clouds are
strongly affected by the cloud spatial structure. In most
cases this structure is not fully considered in radiative
transfer calculations partly because of insufficient informa-
tion about the cloud structure and partly because of the high
computational costs.
[3] Since it is well established that representing a specific
cloud by a single horizontally homogeneous (one-dimen-
sional (1-D)) geometry leads to significant errors in calcu-
lating the solar cloud radiative fluxes [e.g., Cahalan et al.,
1994] the Independent Column Approximation (ICA) has
become the focus of much attention. Here the 3-D clouds
are treated as independent superpositions of individual
horizontally plane parallel columns. The advantage of the
ICA is that classical 1-D radiative transfer tools can be
applied to 3-D cloud fields. In comparison to the correct
3-D solution the ICA neglects horizontal transports only and
is often regarded as a sufficiently accurate solution to the
3-D radiative transfer problem for domain-averaged radiative
fluxes. Therefore the main focus of this study is to quantify
and to physically explain the errors of the ICA.
[4] Benner and Evans [2001] have performed a similar
error analysis of the ICA and other radiative transfer
approximations. Their work investigated small tropical
cumulus (optical thickness around 4) as resulting from
shallow convection. Only little deviations of the various
approximations compared to the 3-D results were found.
However, the present work will demonstrate that accounting
for optically thicker cloud systems will lead to more pro-
nounced horizontal photon propagations with corresponding
significant errors of the ICA.
[5] It is still discussed, if and to what extent the atmo-
spheric absorption is systematically underestimated due to
simplified radiative transfer modeling in large scale atmo-
spheric circulation models, (catchword ‘‘cloud anomalous
absorption’’ [e.g., Cess et al., 1995; Pilewskie and Valero,
1995]). In this context we propose a simple mechanism that
explains a general increase of absorption if horizontal
variations of cloud particle size are accounted for.
[6] The problem of 3-D radiative transfer and its various
aspects in energetic and remote sensing issues has been
extensively studied by many authors. While the first simu-
lations of 3-D radiative transfer in the cloudy atmospherewere
essentially based on artificial cloud constructions (mostly
bounded cascademodels [e.g.,Marshak et al., 1994]), present
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work usesmore andmore cloud fields from small-scale cloud-
resolving atmospheric models. However, most applications
have been limited to pure water clouds [e.g., O’Hirok and
Gautier, 1998] or to few cloud realizations [e.g., Barker,
1996; Barker et al., 1999; Fu et al., 2000] with simplified
treatments of cloud microphysical properties. The present
work tries to extend these studies to (1) a considerably larger
set of 3-D cloud realizations and (2) to clouds with detailed
3-D scattering and absorption processes of the different types
of hydrometeors (water droplets, ice, rain, snow) as they occur
inmanymixed-phase clouds. In contrast to most other studies
on this subject, the present work accounts for the full 3-D
nature of the cloudy atmosphere. It will be shown that this
second point explains a systematic enhancement in the solar
cloud absorption by as much as 15 W m2.
[7] The microphysical and macrophysical properties of
the 3-D clouds used in this study are described in section 2.
Section 3 specifies how scattering and absorption at atmo-
spheric gases and hydrometeors is taken into account. The
MonteCarlo radiative transfermodel is described in section 4,
followed by a presentation and discussion of the results in
section 5. Section 6 provides a summary and conclusion.
2. Clouds
[8] The spatial cloud fields under investigation are cal-
culated by means of the three-dimensional (3-D), nonhy-
drostatic mesoscale atmospheric model (GESIMA) [Eppel
et al., 1998; Hagedorn, 1996].
[9] Cloud microphysical processes in GESIMA are based
on a bulk parameterization by Levkov et al. [1992]. The
spatially resolved GESIMA data that are required for the
radiative transfer calculations are temperature, pressure,
water vapor content, water content for liquid water, snow,
ice, and rain, as well as the number concentrations of
these hydrometeors. These data are transformed to volume
extinction coefficients and effective particle sizes as
described by Macke et al. [1999].
[10] Cloud developement in GESIMA calculations is
forced by adding a local water vapor excess in each vertical
layer at 11 horizontally randomly choosen subdomains.
Grid cells with initially largest relative humidity obtain
the largest supply of water vapor resulting in a local
maximum increase of relative humidity of up to 10%. This
leads to occasional supersaturation which in turn triggers
local cumulus convection. The water vapor supply contin-
ues for 50 min, and on average, 6% of the initial water
vapor amount has been added in each layer. The cloud
model runs are stopped after 2 hours. See von Bremen et al.
[2002] for details regarding the cloud generation. The
resulting cloud structure (convective, stratiform, multilay-
ered) mainly depends on the initial humidity and tempera-
ture profile and has been identified by visual inspection. Out
of 133 cloud realizations, 46 are stratiform, 50 are convec-
tive, and 37 have separate layers (e.g., Figure 1). For a short
overview of the different cloud types and their geometrical
properties, see Table 1.
[11] For the Monte Carlo radiative transfer calculations
the model domain is reduced to the smallest right parallel-
epiped that embraces cloud top and cloud sides. Upward
directed flux is calculated at the top of the cloud, i.e., at the
highest layer which still contains a cloudy grid box. The
lower bound of the model domain is set to the ground
surface where also downward transmitted flux is calculated.
The absorbed flux is related to the entire model domain.
2.1. Stratiform and Convective Clouds
[12] The GESIMA cloud realizations for stratiform and
convective clouds are initialized with five temperature and
humidity profiles taken from radiosonde measurements over
the Baltic Sea area during summer 1995 and 1996, over the
South Pacific in February 1995, and over the North Atlantic
during January and July 1989 [Hagedorn, 1996]. The model
runs for roughly 2 hours with a time step of 10 s. Every
5 minutes a cloud realization is taken from the model run so
that a maximum of 25 cloud realizations result from each
Figure 1. Example of an inhomogeneous multilayered
cloud consisting of liquid water, ice, rain, and snow. Solid
boxes denote large extinction coefficients.
Table 1. Statistics of the Used Cloud Fields for the Cloud Top,
Cloud Bottom, Geometric Thickness, and Cloud Covera
Convective Stratiform Multilayered
Cloud Top
Min. 2500 m 2500 m 2300 m
Mean 5182 m 5241 m 5138 m
Max. 8000 m 8000 m 9000 m
Cloud Bottom
Min. 100 m 100 m 0 m
Mean 836 m 1343 m 0 m
Max. 3300 m 2700 m 0 m
Geometric Thickness
Min. 1200 m 2000 m 2300 m
Mean 4346 m 3898 m 5138 m
Max. 6700 m 5700 m 9000 m
Cloud Cover
Min. 0.54 1.0 0.44
Mean 0.70 1.0 0.89
Max. 0.87 1.0 1.0
aCloud geometric thickness denotes the difference between upper and
lower cloud border (for multilayered clouds, the difference between the
upper border of the upper layer and the lower border of the lowest layer).
Min., minimum; max., maximum.
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profile. The model domain ranges from the ground to 10 km
height vertically and covers 21 km  21 km horizontally.
The vertical resolution varies from 100 m at the ground to
1 km at the top. The horizontal resolution is 1 km.
2.2. Multilayer Clouds
[13] Clouds with separated layers are produced by initial-
izing GESIMAwith four radiosonde measurements obtained
between 50 and 70Nduring July andAugust 1989.Amodel
integration time of 2 hours and a time step (between taken
clouds) of 10 min provide up to 13 cloud realizations for each
radiosonde profile. The spatial dimensions are 104 km 
104 km horizontally and 10 km vertically with a horizontal
resolution of 2 km and the same vertical resolution as for the
stratiform and the convective clouds.
3. Radiative Properties of Atmospheric Gas
and Hydrometeors
[14] Absorption by gas molecules (water vapor and
oxygen) is expressed in terms of their single-scattering
albedo (w0). Depending on the mean profiles of tempera-
ture, pressure, and absorber amount for each of the nine
cloud series described above, the profiles of effective
transmittance with regard to the gas absorption are calcu-
lated for the spectral intervals listed in Table 2. Molecular
spectral line data are taken from the High-Resolution
Transmission Molecular Absorption Database (HITRAN)
[Rothman et al., 1987] and are applied to a band model
developed by Scheirer and Macke [2000] to obtain the
transmittance for each spectral band given in Table 2.
Transmittances are transformed into molecular absorption
coefficients by taking the vertical depth and molecular
number density of each model layer into account. Together
with the Rayleigh scattering coefficient the single-scattering
albedo can then readily be obtained. A more detailed
description of this procedure is given by Scheirer and
Macke [2000]. The inhomogeneous distribution of the
absorption coefficient is realized by multiplying the absorber
density of each GESIMA grid box with the molecular
absorption coefficient from the precalculated profile.
[15] The Rayleigh scattering cross section and phase
function are obtained from an analytic formula given by
Bucholtz [1995] and Chandrasekhar [1960], respectively.
The wavelength dependent depolarization factor needed for
the correction term in this phase function is fitted to the data
given by Bucholtz [1995].
[16] Absorption and scattering properties of cloud par-
ticles are obtained from Mie calculations for water droplets
and from ray-tracing calculations for nonspherical snow,
rain, and ice particles [Macke et al., 1999]. The geometry of
raindrops is approximated by Chebychef polynomials
[Macke and Grossklaus 1998] with size-dependent polyno-
mial coefficients. For snow and ice particles the geometry of
the fractal polycrystal [Macke et al., 1996] was chosen to
account for the high irregular nature of these particle types.
The ray-tracing results are given with 1 resolution in
scattering angle except for forward and backward scattering
where 0.25 resolution are used.
[17] The total phase function for each grid box is
obtained by averaging the Rayleigh scattering phase func-
tion and the scattering phase function of the hydrometeors
weighted by their individual scattering cross sections.
Similarly, the total single-scattering albedo is obtained from
the sum of the Rayleigh scattering coefficient and the
scattering coefficient of the hydrometeors divided by the
total extinction coefficient.
[18] The procedure outlined above results in cloud fields
that have pronounced 3-D structures not only in the extinc-
tion coefficient respectively optical thickness but also in the
absorption and scattering properties of the hydrometeors. In
other words, each model grid box has its individual extinc-
tion coefficient, scattering phase function, and single-scat-
tering albedo.
4. Monte Carlo Radiative Transfer
[19] In order to obtain the solar broadband upwelling and
downwelling radiative fluxes, a Monte Carlo radiative
transfer model (GRIMALDI, see http://www.ifm.uni-
kiel.de/fb/fb1/me/research/Projekte/RemSens/SourceCodes/
codes.html), based on the model by Macke et al. [1997], has
been applied to the cloud fields.
[20] The influence of different cloud aspect ratios (ratio of
cloud vertical to horizontal dimension) is minimized by
applying horizontally periodic boundary conditions to the
photon paths. The entry point for each incoming photon is
randomly distributed along the upper boundary of the model
domain. Clouds are illuminated at a fixed solar azimuth
angle. The surface is assumed to be black.
[21] Each model grid box is characterized by its position,
geometrical dimensions, extinction coefficient, scattering
phase function, and single-scattering albedo.
[22] Photons are traced with a direct Monte Carlo simu-
lation as described by Macke et al. [1999]. Absorption is
taken into account by multiplying the initial photon weight
with the total single-scattering albedo for each scattering
event. Sensitivity studies have shown that 2  106 photons
suffice to obtain statistically stable results for domain-
averaged radiative fluxes.
[23] The radiative transfer calculations have been per-
formed for five solar zenith angles (SZA) (15, 30, 45, 60,
and 75) and for the following two cloud geometries: (1) 3-D
inhomogeneous clouds with cyclic horizontal boundary
conditions (3-D); (2) column-by-column horizontally homo-
geneous clouds (independent column approximation (ICA)).
Table 2. Names, Wavelength Ranges, Solar Irradiation, Weighting
Factors, and Imaginary Part of the Complex Refractive Index of
Water for Each Solar Spectral Band Calculated From the Data Set
Given by Thekaekara [1974]
Name Range, mm Irradiation, W m2 Weight Im(n)
A 0.2–0.3927 98.2 0.072 1.60E-08
B 0.3927–0.72 567.2 0.417 1.96E-09
C 0.72–1.185 402.9 0.296 4.180E-07
D 1.185–1.7335 178.1 0.131 3.03-04
E 1.7335–1.9659 36.0 0.026 1.25-04
F 1.9659–2.21294 24.9 0.018 1.10E-03
G 2.21294–2.54 20.6 0.015 6.87E-04
H 2.54–2.79 10.4 0.008 2.34E-02
I 2.79–2.9725 5.6 0.004 0.2738
J 2.9725–3.145 4.2 0.003 0.2096
K 3.145–3.31 3.3 0.002 7.53E-02
L 3.31–3.64505 5.1 0.004 1.95E-02
M 3.64505–4.0 3.8 0.003 3.76E-03
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[24] This results in a total of 1330 experiments for each
spectral band (133 clouds, 5 SZA, and 2 different cases (3-D
and ICA)). On a Digital Equipment Corporation Alpha
workstation (AXP533 AU2) the calculation of 2  106
photons ranges from 4 min to 90 min depending on cloud
optical thickness and SZA.
5. Results and Discussion
[25] Differences in the domain-averaged solar radiative
fluxes between the ICA and the 3-D case as a function of
cloud optical thickness, solar zenith angle, and cloud type are
presented in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows broadband flux
differences, and Figure 3 shows the spectral distributions of
mean and standard deviations of absolute (Figures 3a and 3b)
and relative flux differences (Figures 3c and 3d), i.e.,
reflected and absorbed fluxes in Figures 3a and 3b and albedo
and absorptance in Figures 3c and 3d. The terms ‘‘error,’’
‘‘underestimation,’’ and ‘‘overestimation’’ used in the fol-
lowing are defined with respect to the 3-D results. Note that in
the domain averaging of the optical thickness cloud free
columns are included. This results in rather small values in
particular for the convective clouds, which have the largest
portion of cloud holes (see Table 1) although the individual
cloudy columns are optically very thick.
[26] The errors in the upward flux range from30 W m2
to +20 W m2. The mean (averaged over all cloud realiza-
tions) differences range from 6 W m2 at a SZA of 75 to
Figure 2. Comparison between independent column approximation (ICA) and three-dimensional (3-D)
scenarios. (a) Broadband upward flux and (b) broadband absorption. See text for details.
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5 W m2 at 15SZA. The differences between ICA and 3-D
in atmospheric absorption range from 7 W m2 at SZA of
45 to +11 W m2 at 75SZA.
[27] Largest albedo and absorption errors are found for
convective clouds as well as for a collection of stratified
clouds, which can be referred to as cirrostrati. This cloud type
mainly consists of solid ice particles which provide, for the
same optical thickness, a larger backscattering and thus larger
albedo than spherical water droplets. Though being strati-
form, there is a large variability in cloud microphysical
properties. This explains the large errors. At low SZA, albedo
is overestimated mainly because of an underestimated trans-
mittance. Here the 3-D radiative transfer leads to a net
horizontal transport from optically thick into optically thin
regions [see Scheirer and Macke, 2001, Figure 5]. This
implies a deeper photon penetration which in turn leads to
larger transmittance and/or larger absorption. Thus neglect-
ing horizontal transports as it is the case in the ICA leads to
smaller transmittance and absorptance and consequently to
larger reflection for low SZA. Comparing Figures 3a and 2b
shows that the transmission effect is considerably stronger
than the absorption effect for the smallest SZA under con-
sideration. At large SZA, 3-D radiative transfer provides net
horizontal transports from optically thin into optically thick
regions [see again Scheirer and Macke, 2001, Figure 5]. We
found for the ICA an overestimation of mean free path length
and the number of photon-molecule interactions (not shown
here). This is a hint that photons having entered a column of
large optical thickness get trapped there, while passing
almost undisturbed cloud-free columns. In the 3-D case the
lateral incidence into clouds is restricted to the upper boxes
(especially at large SZA) where upward reflection is most
likely. Thus net horizontal transport at large SZA increases
reflection at the expense of absorption and transmission.
[28] Largest underestimations of absorption are found for
the moderate SZA of 45. This appears surprising because
there is no extremum in the net horizontal transport for this
solar illumination condition. The reason for this is that the
deep photon penetration into the cloud in the 3-D case for
small SZA essentially leads to large transmittances and does
not effect absorption much. Only as the horizontal compo-
nent of the incoming photon direction increases, the deeper
penetrated photons start to get more efficiently absorbed
inside the cloud.
[29] The spectral differences in absorption and albedo are
shown in . The largest underestimations in albedo (Figure 3c)
are found in the visible spectral range and reach 15%. This
is equivalent to 22 W m2 in the upward reflected flux
Figure 3. Comparison between ICA and 3-D scenarios. (a, c) Spectral differences in upward fluxes and
(b, d) differences in atmospheric absorption. Figures 3a and 3b are spectral fluxes, and Figures 3c and 3d
are spectral intensities. See text for details.
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(Figure 3a). The large deviations in albedo around 3.8 mm of
3% are negligible from an energetic point of view (compare
Table 2). Relative albedo errors are reduced as the absorp-
tance increases. On the other hand, the spectral distribution of
the solar constant leads to largest absolute differences for the
upward flux in the spectral range between 0.2 mm and
1.185 mm with a maximum overestimation of 13 W m2 in
the visible spectral range at a SZA of 15.
[30] The largest errors in atmospheric absorptance (Figure
3d) occur at a SZA of 75 and at those spectral intervals
with largest imaginary parts of the refractive index of water
(see Table 2), i.e., largest absorption strength of the hydro-
meteors. Water and ice have slightly different spectral
refractive indices. However, for the spectral resolution given
in Table 2 both phases show essentially the same spectral
characteristics. The mean overestimation of 2% at around
1 mm wavelength is more important for the absorbed fluxes
than the mean underestimation of 3% around 2 mm or the
mean underestimation of 5% at 3.8 mm. No differences are
found in nonabsorbing or weakly absorbing spectral
regions. In contrast to the upward flux (Figure 3a) the
maximum errors in the absorption are shifted toward the
IR owing to a compromise between spectral regions of
largest irradiance and largest absorptances. Largest under-
Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 but for the comparison between 3Dext1Dscatabs and full 3-D clouds. See
text for details.
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estimations reach 5 W m2 at a SZA of 15 and 30.
Largest overestimations reach 8 W m2 at 75SZA.
[31] As mentioned in the beginning the present study
accounts for the full 3-D nature of the radiative transfer
problem, i.e., 3-D extinction, absorption, and scattering,
whereas most other studies have focused on 3-D extinction
fields only. Therefore it is interesting to look at the differ-
ences in the radiative transfer results between these two
approaches. A similar investigation has been performed by
O’Hirok and Gautier [1998, Figure 10] for pure water
clouds where it was shown that using a constant effective
radius leads to small errors in solar broadband absorption.
[32] We denote the first, complete 3-D scenario by
3Dext3Dscatabs and the latter reduced 3-D scenario with
3Dext1Dscatabs. The term ‘‘1Dscatabs’’ stands for varia-
tions in scattering and absorption properties along the
vertical direction only. For each horizontal layer, cloud
microphysical properties are replaced by their average
value. Averaging takes place in cloudy grid cells only,
i.e., clear-sky grid cells remain clear sky.
[33] The differences in the solar broadband absorption
between these two cloud representations are shown in
Figure 4a. The 3Dext1Dscatabs simplification produces a
general underestimation of cloud absorption (Figure 4a) up to
15Wm2 at small solar zenith angles, i.e., for the largest solar
irradiance, thus accounting for the full 3-D nature of cloud
radiative transfer results in an ‘‘enhanced absorption’’ com-
pared to the simplified cloud representation! In fact, O’Hirok
and Gautier [1998, Figure 10] also show an underestimation
in absorption if the drop sizes are set constant.
[34] Figure 4b shows the differences in solar broadband
upward flux. Interestingly, the reflected flux is not system-
atically affected by the horizontal variations in particle
size, which makes it difficult to infer cloud absorption
from a combination of measurements that include satellite
observations.
[35] The physical mechanism for the enhanced absorption
is simply the occurrence of larger and thus stronger absorbing
cloud particles at the larger optical thicknesses (see Figure 5),
i.e., where the number of scattering and absorption events are
largest. Homogenizing the absorption strengths horizontally,
as it is done in the 3Dext1Dscatabs simplification, leads to
both overestimation (in regions of small optical thickness)
and underestimation (in regions of large optical thickness) of
absorption. Since the regions of large optical thickness have
the larger number of scattering events, the underestimation
dominates. This simple mechanism significantly reduces
absorption compared to the more realistic full 3-D case. Thus
from a 3-D radiative transfer point of view, accounting for
horizontal variations in cloud microphysical properties may
be part of the ‘‘missing physics’’ as proposed in the cloud
anomalous absorption debate.
6. Conclusions
[36] It is without any doubt that the ICA is a massive
improvement in cloud radiative transfer compared to the
widely used assumption of plane parallel homogeneous
clouds. In fact, recent work has substantially improved the
radiation schemes in noncloud-resolving large-scale atmo-
spheric circulation models by applying the ICA to stochastic
subgrid parameterizations of cloudiness [Ba¨uml, 2002].
However, the neglect of horizontal photon transports leads
to systematic errors in the ICA and the present work tries to
quantify these errors and to explain their origin.
[37] We have shown that the ICA underestimated and
overestimated the solar broadband reflected and absorbed
flux by as much as 30 W m2 for specific cloud realizations
and at specific solar zenith angles. Even when averaged
over all clouds, several W m2 error remain. This uncer-
tainty is expected to increase with spatial resolution since
the ICA assumes an infinite pixel expansion. Therefore it
must be concluded that the ICA, despite being a substantial
improvement, has its limits and cannot be pushed to
arbitrary high accuracies. Consequently, we propose that
future cloud radiation parameterization should be based on
parameterizations where explicit 3-D cloud radiative trans-
fer calculations have been taken into account to establish the
link between domain average cloud and domain average
radiation properties.
[38] It should be mentioned that the here performed
averaging over cloud realizations is only a rough estimate
as the probability density distribution of cloud optical
thickness distribution is not flat but skewed to small optical
thicknesses. Since the ICA errors are largest at optical
thickness values in the range of 10 to 20, it is to be expected
that cloud-averaged ICA errors are larger than those shown
here. Therefore it may be interesting to increase the number
of cloud realizations to obtain a better coverage of real
occurring clouds from which a more realistic averaging can
be performed.
[39] Finally, we find it quite interesting to note that if the
full 3-D variability of cloud particle absorption is not
accounted for, the solar broadband cloud absorption is
underestimated by as much as 15 W m2. A simple
mechanism has been proposed that significantly enhances
absorption compared to simplified cloud radiative transfer
simulations and may be part of the ‘‘missing physics’’ that
has been proposed in the cloud anomalous absorption
debate.
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